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Tabcorp: A Tale of Two Entities
The Lottery Corporation pre-demerger report.
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Executive Summary
The upcoming demerger of The Lottery Corporation, or Lottery Corp, from Tabcorp allows
shareholders to invest directly in the latter's crown jewel. Lottery Corp's lottery and Keno businesses
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enjoy superior competitive positions, while the outlook for the "new" version of Tabcorp's wagering
and gaming services businesses is more challenged. Lottery Corp's licences afford the company a
near-monopoly, while the new Tabcorp's licences do little to protect from digital disruption. Lottery
Corp is the largest player to the fast-growing online channel, while the new Tabcorp is bleeding
market share to more agile online competitors. Lottery Corp can support a high dividend payout
ratio thanks to little capital expenditure requirements, while new Tabcorp will need to continue
investing in its platforms to fend off competition.
We raise our fair value estimate for shares in the combined Tabcorp entity to AUD 5.00, from AUD
3.80 previously, following a fresh look at the competitive positions for the two separate entities. The
raise is based principally on a lower cost of capital assumption and assigned moat rating for Lottery
Corp, which we expect to thrive once liberated from the beleaguered wagering and gaming services
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businesses, more than offsetting additional oneoff and ongoing costs following the demerger.
Key Takeaways
× The Lottery Corp enjoys a wide economic moat by virtue of its intangible assets, including brand

equity and regulation. We think Lottery Corp is well-positioned to thrive as a standalone entity, and
we estimate a post-demerger fair value estimate of AUD 4.00 per share.
× We expect the "new" Tabcorp to remain competitively challenged, and we intend to maintain our

no-moat rating for it following the removal of the competitively superior lottery businesses. We
estimate a standalone fair value estimate at AUD 1.00 per share. As Tabcorp shares are still trading
with Lottery Corp entitlements, we combine the two valuations to AUD 5.00 per share.
× We will provide star ratings for the demerged entities once they begin trading on May 24, 2022
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Wagering and Lotteries Have Vastly Different Competitive Positions
Our no-moat rating for the consolidated Tabcorp business is predicated on our expectation for
to face the wagering business, offsetting competitive

advantages from long-dated licences in the lottery business. We think strong cash generation from
the lotteries has historically acted as a funding source for the wagering business—particularly in
share losses.

Until now, the lottery business hasn't been able to shine. But with Lottery Corp shares set to start
trading on the ASX from May 24, 2022, we think the business can better realise the value of its
long-dated licences across all of its regional Australian markets and become a strong dividend payer
once unshackled from the beleaguered wagering business.
Online Competition Erodes the Value of Wagering Licences
Once a key competitive strength, wagering has become Tabcorp's Achilles' heel. While stringent
regulatory licensing requirements in wagering creates barriers to entry to compete with Tabcorp's
retail locations, with the ubiquity of smartphones, these previously entrenched physical locations
are increasingly competing online, where barriers to entry are much lower. Digital technology has
spawned a plethora of competing operators that use the online channel to offer fixed odds
wagering services across borders. This is eroding the value of Tabcorp's state-based exclusivity
rights. Consumers can bypass Tabcorp's retail channel by placing bets online or through
smartphones with any operator in Australia, and the retail outlet exclusivity has little value when
punters can simply place bets with competitors from their phones inside so-called TAB-exclusive
venues.
This trend toward digitisation has been accelerated by COVID-19 shutdowns, as forced closures and
social distancing requirements weighed heavily on Tabcorp's retail venues, and most betting
ordinarily made at retail locations has transferred to online platforms. While Tabcorp's digital
offerings picked up some of this online activity, we estimate market share leakage. The online
channel also further simplifies shopping around. We expect punters to show little loyalty to
bookmakers, and increasingly compare odds between competitors before placing bets. Bookmakers
are inclined to take a hit to yields and offer better odds or provide "generosities" to capture or retain
market share.
Although we expect the TAB brand to participate in this digital trend with its own suite of apps, the
digital space is already highly competitive, with players such as Sportsbet and Ladbrokes looking to
win market share from Tabcorp's retail venues.
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Exhibit 1 Retail Venue Wagering Has Been in Steady Decline
Tabcorp wagering turnover by channel, AUD million

Tabcorp/Tatts merger

Source: Company filings

Lottery Licences Are More Effective Barriers to Competition
By contrast, Lottery Corp's intangible assets furnish the company with a wide economic moat.
Regulation limits competition via compulsory licensing, bestowing Lottery Corp with a nearmonopoly on long-dated licences in all Australian states and territories except Western Australia,
where the state government runs the state's lottery. The average duration of Lottery Corp's licences,
weighted by revenue, is 31 years for lotteries and 24 years for Keno. The only significant licence due
to expire before 2050 is for the Victorian lottery, which expires in 2028.
Within the jurisdictions it operates, Lottery Corp has just three digital-only competitors with an
estimated combined market share of around 5%—paling in comparison to Lottery Corp's near-95%
share.
We think Lottery Corp's strong competitive position is further reinforced by its brand equity. Lottery
Corp has largely maintained its market share as the only televised lottery company in Australia for
the past 50 years and has a considerable distribution presence with over 3,800 franchised retail
outlets nationally. Additionally, Keno, which is another style of lottery, is sold in over 3,400 clubs
and hospitality venues. The firm's scale improves the perceived value of products to consumers,
with prize pools combined nationally (excluding Western Australia), thus allowing for larger jackpots
and prize payouts.
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Exhibit 2 Compared With Wagering, Lottery Licences Are More Effective Barriers to new Competition
Year of expiry of state-based licences. ACT lottery licence is perpetual.

Source: Company filings

Lottery licences, which are granted at state level, create significant and long-dated barriers to entry.
Although competing lottery businesses could theoretically enter Lottery Corp's markets, there are
several hurdles to overcome. For a start, a potential competitor would need to either gain a licence
at the expense of Lottery Corp when an exclusive licence is due for expiry or obtain licences in
states or territories in which Lottery Corp holds a nonexclusive licence. New South Wales and South
Australia both have exclusive lottery licences running until at least 2050. Despite licences being
nonexclusive in the other Australian states and territories, Lottery Corp has remained practically the
sole player since at least 1972. The state of Victoria is the only location to have ever granted two
licences and in both instances permitting the secondary entrant only to sell a limited range of
lottery products, which protected Lottery Corp's core product sales.
In all jurisdictions, regulators control game type and rules, pricing, taxes, cash requirements, return
to player percentage, community and charity contributions, advertising and sales, and distribution.
We expect the scale of the business is such that new entrants will find it extremely hard to compete
against Lottery Corp's distribution network and national jackpot pool size. We think large jackpot
sizes are a key driver of lottery sales. As lottery jackpots increase, the perceived value of a lottery
ticket increases, leading to an uptick in lottery sales. A new entrant can operate its own lotteries,
but the prize pool would lack scale and be much smaller compared with Lottery Corp's national pool,
and we believe the firm's wide distribution network will make it difficult for a competitor to gain
traction in the lotteries market.
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We Aren't Concerned by Impending Victorian Lottery Licence Expiry
We estimate Victorian lotteries comprise around a fifth of Lottery Corp's earnings. Consequently,
the 2028 expiry of the Victorian lottery licence is a potentially material event on the Lottery Corp
Healthcare Observer | 13 May 2022
calendar. But we do not expect Lottery Corp to forego the licence completely. Already nonexclusive,
Paper
Title | 13 Maysecuring
2022
a competitor
exclusivity in Victoria at the expense of Lottery Corp is unlikely—particularly
as no other player offers a full suite of comparable products. However, we think competition for the
Healthcare Observer | 13 May 2022
Victorian licence on renewal is likely and anticipate a good chance Victoria would grant a second
lottery licence when Lottery Corp's licence expires, but the impact is immaterial to our fair value
estimate.
Indeed, other firms have tried to enter the lotteries segment and failed. From 2008, Lottery Corp
briefly had competition in Victoria. The Victorian government granted a second licence to Greek firm
Intralot for 10 years from 2008 to sell instant scratch and Keno products, with Lottery Corp's
predecessors licenced to sell its core sales of lottery tickets. But Intralot failed to gain distribution in
the retail network and gave up its licence to Lottery Corp's predecessors in 2014, subsequently
suing the state of Victoria for damages and losses. In court documents, Intralot claimed the state of
Victoria was complicit in anticompetitive behaviour by Lottery Corp (then Tattersalls). A reported
issue was limited access to the distribution network for product sales, with Lottery Corp franchise
agreements preventing the sale and display of other products within close proximity of the official
Lottery Corp sales counter. To work around this, Intralot's instant scratch products were sold from a
different sales counter which was purported a friction point for customers due to being less
convenient or conspicuous.
Two other firms have also attempted to compete with Lottery Corp in recent years. Crown Lotto, an
app-based lottery platform mostly owned by narrow-moat Crown Resorts, was launched—with
plans to become nationwide—in 2017 and permanently withdrew two months later, citing
regulatory issues. Lottoland entered the Australian market in 2016 via a Northern Territory gaming
licence and continues to trade nationwide as a digital only firm but was forced to change its
product offering after a change in legislation banning synthetic lotteries—where users could bet on
the outcome of international lotteries. Despite six years of operation, Lottoland has less than 5%
market share in Australia.
In April 2022, Victoria once again granted a second lottery licence. This time, Gibraltar-based
Lottoland gained the second 20-year Keno licence, with both Lottery Corp and Lottoland running the
state's Keno operations. Of the granting of a second Keno licence, Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Gaming and Liquor Regulation Melissa Horne said, "The industry has changed significantly since
2012, with new technologies and new online market entrants, so we have updated the Keno licence
to allow for a more modern approach." While the Victorian Keno business is largely immaterial to
Lottery Corp—around 1% of revenue—we think it is a telling illustration of the Victorian
Government's stance on competition. We expect there is a strong likelihood Victoria would grant a
second lottery licence when Lottery Corp's licence expires in 2028, once again opening the state up
to two lottery vendors, with digital-only competitor Lottoland a potential contender.
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Digitisation Is an Opportunity, not a Threat for Lottery Corp
Increased digital sales are a net positive for Lottery Corp, which already conducts 33% of sales
commission margin paid on online sales more than offsets the impact

from closure of retail outlets such as newsagents and we expect only minor competition from digital
players.

Digital sales of lottery products have been gaining rapid momentum, almost doubling in volume
between 2019 and 2021. Digital sales are primarily managed by Jumbo Interactive, which maintains
the entire purchasing eco-system including website maintenance, payment, and security. Tabcorp
and Jumbo Interactive have a 10-year reseller agreement through to 2030. Tabcorp pays
commissions for each ticket sale to Jumbo, and Jumbo pays an upfront licence fee and a
percentage of sales in service fees. We think Lottery Corp has the power in this relationship to
renegotiate commissions lower as the dollar amount grows. The retail franchises operate under a
similar agreement, but command a higher margin. Lottery Corp pays a 9.0% commission to Jumbo
for each ticket sale versus a 10.3% commission paid to retailer franchises. Jumbo then pays a seller
commission to Lottery Corp of 2.50% in fiscal 2022, rising to 4.65% in 2024, while retail franchises
pay a much lower commission of between 1% and 2%.
Exhibit 3 Digital Penetration in Lotteries Has Continued to Rise

Source: Company filings, Morningstar estimates

To appease retail franchises for the loss of revenue from digital sales, Tabcorp has implemented an
omnichannel commission where a customer who is encouraged and aided to sign up to a digital
account in a physical retail store will be attributed to that store and their future online sales will
earn the retailer a commission.
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Digital Competition Is Weak
While Lottery Corp's three main competitors operate in the digital lottery space, none have the
the 50-year history of Lottery Corp's brands, physical store presence,

range of games, and televised lottery draws all aiding its brand equity. We think alternative digital
lottery firms are also burdened by more complicated game rules and formats, as well as customer
and an approval process before establishing an account, and

rules restricting customers who hold residency in particular countries (despite residing in Australia).
We think a lack of brand recognition will prevent digital competitors from gaining sufficient market
share due to their relative obscurity. While opening up foreign lotteries would be negative to Lottery
Corp, we think these rules are unlikely to change as it would deprive state governments of lucrative
taxation revenue.
Lottoland is the largest of the digital competitors, launching in Australia via a Northern Territory
lottery licence in 2016. The competitor initially had a more marketable product, known as a
synthetic lottery—where users could bet on the outcome of international lotteries. But this practice
was banned in Australia through the passing of the Gaming and Wagering Legislation in 2018,
following extensive lobbying by Lottery Corp's predecessors and industry groups. In response to
legislative changes, Lottoland quickly pivoted its game format and users now bet on the outcome of
international financial market indexes.
Other digital competitors, such as The Lottery Office, ff

“ ck

u

”

where a

proxy ticket for an international lottery is purchased online and matched with a physical one in the
country of origin. This differs from the synthetic lottery initially deployed by Lottoland as instead of
betting on the outcome of a lottery, a physical ticket is purchased on their behalf. Large prize-pool
international lotteries including Europe's EuroMillions, the U.K. Lottery, and the U.S. Lotteries
prohibit the purchasing of tickets from outside of the originating country, but The Lottery Office
counteracts this by deploying a local purchasing system to buy tickets locally.
The Competitive Position of Lottery Corp Is Stable
Due to the long duration of licences, Lottery Corp's competitive position is neither improving nor
declining. We do not expect any significant changes in regulation due to government and
community dependence on Lottery Corp tax revenue. Additionally, lottery continues to fly under the
radar as a less controversial form of gambling and we do not foresee any significant social impacts
which would cause the regulators to tighten rules. While Lottery Corp's traditional distribution
avenues are declining, we think this trend is offset by increased digital sales and higher penetration
in alternative retailers.
Newsagencies Are in Decline, but Other Retailers Can Plug the Gap
Lottery Corp's primary distributors remain newsagency franchises. Newsagent revenue is declining
with foot traffic as consumers shift away from legacy products such as newspapers, magazines,
stationery, and greeting cards. As such, IbisWorld forecasts Australian newsagents continuing to
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decline at a CAGR of 2.2% in the five years to 2027. But Lottery Corp is mitigating against this by
targeting alternative and more stable store types for its franchise program, including service
convenience stores. We think there is sufficient potential sales volume at

these other retail types, and we expect a decline in newsagency franchisees will be offset by a
combination of new franchisees in other business types, and a greater shift toward digital sales.
outlet was a boon to a store, encouraging foot traffic and providing an

additional revenue source, but we see this being less buoyant as sales move online. There are 3,800
franchise distributors Australia-wide. These are in newsagencies, convenience stores, pharmacies,
post offices and service stations. Each has paid oneoff fees to become a franchisee, met the
stringent and regular merchandising and marketing criteria set by Tabcorp head office, paid for staff
training and their shop fit-out by a Tabcorp approved shop fitter at a cost of up to AUD 60,000.
Exhibit 4 Newsagents Are in Decline, but There Are Plenty of Untapped Alternative Distributors
Number of retailers in Australia
w

c

c

c

Source: IbisWorld

Lotteries Have a Lower ESG Risk Than Other Forms of Gambling
In terms of risk, we think of lotteries as a relatively environmental, social, and governance, or ESG,light form of gambling. Lottery Corp's revenue is gained from small ticket sales to a large volume of
customers, versus other forms of gambling where only a small number of consumers participate but
their average spend is much greater. The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare reported 27% of
Australians purchased a lottery product in an average month in 2018, with an average monthly
spend of AUD 60 per person. By comparison, 6% of the population reportedly bet on dog or horse
racing in an average month in 2018, with an average monthly spend of AUD 232 per person.
Consequently, lotteries are mostly removed from conversations around problem gambling because
individual losses are much smaller—particularly at the higher end—and we think tighter regulation
around gambler harm minimisation specifically targeting lotteries is unlikely.
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Further, do not expect any significant changes in regulation due to government and community
financial dependence on income from Lottery Corp revenue. State-based lotteries are a legitimate
with revenue from gambling averaging around 6% of total state tax

revenue. The Australian Gaming Council reports lotteries pay the highest tax rate of all gambling
types. In fiscal 2018, direct taxes, licence fees, and mandatory contributions were 68% of Lottery
by gaming machines at 30% and casinos at 14%. Community organisations

and charities also depend on gifted money from Lottery Corp. In fiscal 2021, Tabcorp gifted AUD 9
million to charitable and community organisations including medical research, child welfare, and
sporting and cultural groups.
Exhibit 5 Lottery Corp Products Have Moderate (Less High) Risk Gambling Compared With Other Forms
% of players
k

w

k

c c

c

k

Source: Australian Institute of Family Studies

We Raise our Fair Value Estimate for Tabcorp Ahead of the Demerger
We raise our fair value estimate for Tabcorp by 32% to AUD 5.00 per share. As illustrated in Exhibit
6 below, the increase is based on increasing our moat rating for Lottery Corp to wide, lowering our
weighted average cost of capital, or WACC, assumption, partially offset by oneoff demerger costs of
AUD 270 million and changes to our earnings estimates for each business—including AUD 31
million in additional annual ongoing corporate and operating costs as two standalone entities. For
the purpose of simplicity, other offsetting impacts—such as capital expenditure forecasts and the
interactions between components—have been bundled with changes to earnings in the exhibit.
Until now, we had taken the view the competitive position of long-dated lotteries is overshadowed
by difficulties in wagering. Wagering remains highly competitive, and we were concerned strong
earnings from the lotteries business appeared to be directed to support the no-moat wagering
business. With the businesses set to separate, these concerns are no longer relevant, and we think
lotteries can thrive as a standalone business.
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With significant barriers to new competitors, we expect Lottery Corp will continue to dominate the
Australian lotteries landscape. The lottery and Keno businesses are underpinned by long-dated
most of Australia—an enormous scale that adds a degree of

earnings certainty. But even after state-licenced exclusivities end, we expect the scale of its
business is such that potential new entrants will find it extremely hard to compete against Lottery
and national jackpot pool size.

Exhibit 6 Components to our Fair Value Estimate Change
AUD per share

u
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w

Source: Morningstar estimates

We Expect Near-Term Softening of Above-Trend Growth, but the Long-Term Picture Is Rosy
We expect some moderation in the lottery segment's exceptional performance as recent tailwinds
unwind. Major jackpot sequences have been favourable since fiscal 2019. We think large jackpot
sizes are a key driver of lottery sales—as lottery jackpots increase, the perceived value of a lottery
ticket increases, leading to an uptick in lottery sales. We also estimate the lotteries business has
enjoyed a larger share of gambling expenditure since COVID-19-induced restrictions dampened
demand for in-venue gambling. While game changes can drive demand, like the recent Powerball
game change to increase jackpot frequency or flagged game changes and price rises for OzLotto,
we expect jackpots and spending habits to normalise, and we forecast revenue performance to
moderate in the near term. Longer term, with a virtually monopolistic position, we expect the
lotteries business to enjoy steady growth. Margin expansion opportunities arise from increasing
digitisation and operating leverage benefits as the business scales, and we forecast consolidated
operating margins improving by around 90 basis points over the five years to fiscal 2026.
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Lottery Corp's Capital Allocation Strategy Appears Sound
We assign Lottery Corp a Standard capital allocation rating based on our assessment of balance
and shareholder distribution.

Lottery Corp is taking the bulk of Tabcorp's debt, with opening net debt post-demerger of around
with less than AUD 100 million for new Tabcorp). We anticipate leverage,

measured as net debt/adjusted EBITDA, of around 3.5 at fiscal 2022—at the bottom end of target
levels of 3.5 to 4.0. We see these as comfortable leverage metrics, especially for a company with
such a defensive earnings stream.
Indeed, lottery turnover has also remained steady throughout downturns, supporting the company's
infrastructure-like characteristics. Culturally, the gifting of a scratch lottery ticket or spending AUD 2
on an impulse ticket when at the newsagent is commonplace in Australian society. For these
reasons lotteries appeal to a wider customer segment. This is evidenced by jackpot lotteries. When
large jackpots occur, new and infrequent customers purchase lotto tickets, enticed by the hope of a
multi-million-dollar win. We think the mass-market appeal of lotteries can support consistent
expenditure despite competition from alternative gambling methods, as evidenced by 20 years of
consistent turnover growth. We think this low revenue cyclicality warrants a below average cost of
equity assumption, leading to our WACC assumption of 6.8% for Lottery Corp, compared with 8.0%
for the consolidated Tabcorp business, and 8.9% for new Tabcorp (which will not hold as much
debt).
Exhibit 7 Lottery Turnover Has low Cyclicality
u

Source: Queensland Government Statistician's Office, Queensland Treasury, company filings, Morningstar estimates
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The Lottery Company Can Support a High Dividend Payout Ratio
Investment efficacy is fair. As the biggest player in the market, Lottery Corp is already wellfrom steady lotteries growth as the near-monopoly player. Beyond

the acquisition of licences, Lottery Corp has few reinvestment requirements beyond game changes
and new game development, marketing, and minor capital expenditures. Accordingly, we think the
70% to 90% of underlying EPS in dividends is appropriate, albeit

potentially conservative on the lower end. However, this gives the firm flexibility to pursue potential
additional licences such as Western Australia. With such a defensive earnings stream, we forecast
Lottery Corp comfortably supporting a payout ratio at the top of its target range, and our fair value
estimate implies a 4% fiscal 2023 dividend yield, which we expect to be fully franked. K
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Exhibit 9 The Lottery Corporation Forecasts
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Exhibit 10 "New" Tabcorp Forecasts
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